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Createspace Independent Publishing Platform, United States, 2011. Paperback. Book Condition:
New. 203 x 127 mm. Language: English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.The Ballad of
Steve Biker is the second book in a four book series, counterpointing the lives of four main
characters against a transforming South Africa, moving toward 1994 democratic elections. The first
volume is titled The Greatest Game, it introduces you to a zany schoolboy named Rupertheimer,
and his friends called the Pack. Englishman Nick Jarvis and Peter Khumalo the Zulu, along with the
enigmatic Afrikaner named Hofmeyr. The first book describes their sixties schooldays where
Rupertheimer scores a rugby penalty with a piano, then comes military service where
Rupertheimer manages to sink a ship, and makes a lifelong enemy in navy Killick Vokop. Despite the
misfortunes that often befall him, Rupertheimer shows early signs of the remarkable prescience,
hed one day employ to guide his country to an embryonic democracy. The liberal press have
covered this historic event extensively, but if you prefer your fiction laced with a semblance of
historical truth, the works of Pat Stevens are certainly worth a read. Then Ballad of Steve Biker
recounts a seventies overseas holiday by...
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Thorough manual! Its this kind of excellent study. It is actually loaded with knowledge and wisdom You can expect to like how the writer compose this
book.
-- Marlin Ratke-- Marlin Ratke

This is an amazing pdf that I actually have actually study. It is among the most amazing pdf we have read through. Its been written in an remarkably basic
way and is particularly simply following i finished reading this ebook where basically altered me, alter the way i really believe.
-- Ms. Izabella Walter-- Ms. Izabella Walter
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